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ABSTRACT

Foundling hospitals spread across Europe in the 18th and 19th centuries, taking in hundreds of thousands of children each year. In Spain, the hospitals of major cities had staffs of more than 1,000 external wet nurses, who worked mainly in rural localities. Their cash wages were key for the household economies of the poor rural and urban populations. This article presents a methodology to interpret wet-nurse wages and explains their utility with respect to other occupations for men and women. Our results include a series of nominal and real wages for wet nurses and a calculation of their contributions to family income. The level of wages these institutions could offer was a major determinant in the supply of wet-nurse labour.
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JEL code: J61, N13, N33, N73, R23
Las inclusas o casas de expósitos se extendieron por toda Europa en los siglos XVIII y XIX, acogiendo a centenares de miles de niños cada año. En España, las casas de las principales ciudades llegaron a tener plantillas de más de 1.000 nodrizas, que trabajaban en su mayoría en sus localidades rurales de origen. Sus salarios monetarios fueron fundamentales para las economías más pobres, rurales y urbanas. Este artículo presenta una metodología para calcular los salarios de las nodrizas y explica su utilidad sobre los de otras ocupaciones de mujeres y hombres. Hemos construido series de salarios nominales y reales de nodrizas para toda España y calculado su contribución al ingreso de sus familias. Los salarios que estas instituciones públicas pagaban determinaron en gran medida la oferta de nodrizas y por tanto la supervivencia de los expósitos.
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1. INTRODUCTION: WOMEN’S WAGES AND HOUSEHOLD ECONOMIES IN THE 18TH AND 19TH CENTURIES

Across Europe in the 18th and 19th centuries, nursing and child-rearing were to a large extent a wage activity. The occupation created two markets: one for wet nurses who worked for individual families (either in their own houses or in the houses of the children they raised) with relatively good work conditions and high wages, and one for wet nurses who worked for foundling hospitals as «externals», taking children into their own houses, generally in the countryside. We look at the latter group in this article, which shows the extraordinary magnitude of the occupation for two centuries and how it became a vital source of income for the households of wet nurses and for the rural and urban economies from which they came.

Studies of historic wages have been the object of renewed interest in recent years. An important advance is the recognition that the wages of adult men cannot be taken as an indicator of household income. First, because the majority of men had insufficient annual income to support their families, even if they contributed their total income. Second, because many homes were not headed by men. Third, because we have more and more evidence of the importance of women and children’s wages to the household economy.

Women’s wages are critical to two main debates for explaining how economic growth came about: whether such wages grew enough to incentivise...
mechanisation and thus light the fuse of the industrial revolution; and whether they acted as an incentive to delay marriage and thus explain the decline in fertility that laid the foundations for modern society.\(^1\)

With regards to the first debate, the thesis of the «high wage economy», argued by Robert Allen, affirms that the industrial revolution occurred first in England because the high costs of labour (relative to capital and energy) created incentives for labour-saving technology—in the first place, the spinning jenny, which replaced the work of women spinners. Allen’s thesis is founded on the work, among others, of Muldrew (2012), which pointed out the increasing wages of women spinners. Other authors have contested this thesis: for Humphries and Weisdorf (2015) and Humphries and Schneider (2019), hand spinning was a very poorly remunerated occupation. Mechanisation—and especially the development of the factory—would have been «motivated by the desire to use cheaper child and female labor in a way that ensured discipline and quality control» (Humphries and Schneider 2019, p. 128). This debate has generated demand for women’s wage series to support one or the other position and has exposed shortcomings in the literature regarding the topic.

Regarding the second debate, De Moor and Van Zanden (2010) argue that women’s employment, especially in domestic service, is associated with a delay in marriage age and a decline in the number of children. The «northern European marriage pattern», already pointed out by Hajnal (1965) and also recently identified in southern European countries (Ribeiro da Silva and Carvalhal 2020), would imply an increase in wages and a stimulus for growth. Horrell et al. (2020) have qualified the model, showing that women delayed their marriage age—therefore lowering their fertility—when their own wages rose, even if men’s wages also rose.

This article is a contribution to the debate on the role of women’s wages in preindustrial economies. It focuses on a little-known occupation, that of wet nurses who worked for foundling hospitals as «externals» and who were mainly married women in rural localities.\(^2\) Until now, these wages have been ignored, but they must be taken into account in order to understand the economy, especially the rural economy, in the 18\(^{th}\) and 19\(^{th}\) centuries. Thus, this article adds to the study of women’s work, wages, occupational structure, pluriactivity, the service sector, the benevolence system, family incomes, standards of living and the peasantry.


\(^2\) The study of this occupation contradicts claims that the scarcity of sources prohibits serious consideration of women’s work. «This is especially important for studies of married women who, with no separate legal identity, appear less often in official records. Consequently, ‘any source which deals with married women is precious’» (cited in Roland 2020, p. 14).
Furthermore, it presents new sources and new analytic methods for studying women's labour and wages during these two centuries.

To learn the income of peasants in the 18th and 19th centuries, we already have numerous studies on agricultural day wages. With respect to non-agricultural day wages, most of the available series are for construction workers (Hamilton 1988; Reher and Ballesteros 1993; Lanza García 1998; Andrés Ucendo and Lanza García 2014, 2020; García-Zúñiga and López Losa 2021; López-Losa and Piquero Zarauz 2021). There are also studies of the service sector, including workers in municipal services (Reher and Ballesteros 1993), and charitable institutions (Llopis Agelán and García Montero 2011).

Day wages in agriculture and construction, the most representative sectors by number of workers, were only available during certain months of the year—for agriculture, local crops determined the working year; for construction, weather limited the working year to about 225 days (Llopis Agelán and García Montero 2011, p. 299). According to all calculations, these day wages were insufficient to maintain a family, as the Comisión de Reformas Sociales concluded (1891).

This makes clear, therefore, that peasant families had access to income other than the agricultural day wages of adult men during certain months of the year and, if they owned land and cattle, other than their own agricultural production. One of the explanations for the growth of the rural population is that peasants dedicated part of the year to the transport and the sale of goods, to manufactures and to the extraction and transport of minerals. The decline of these activities, from the mid-19th century, signalled the beginning of the rural exodus. Despite the explanatory importance given to these non-agricultural activities, there are few studies that systematically analyse them, and even fewer that ask what portion of family income in the 18th and 19th centuries came from non-agricultural activities. To a large degree, this gap is due to the fact that such activities were mainly carried out by women (Hernández 2013; Sarasúa 2019).

2. WET NURSES OF FOUNDLING HOSPITALS IN EUROPE AND HISPANIC AMERICA

Infanticide, condemned by all religions, becomes abandonment, a permitted practice, thanks to the appearance of institutions that took in children, thus avoiding (or at least delaying) the children’s death. With the emergence of these institutions, a new and pressing problem arose; that of how to feed the children. Attempts to feed them animal milk failed—or were impossible to implement where foundlings numbered in the hundreds—so the simplest, cheapest and fastest option was to find women who would raise them. Unlike the private demand for wet nurses, the
institutional demand for women to nurse foundlings was not shaped by ideas about the best methods for feeding children.

There is abundant literature on foundlings and paid wet-nursing in Europe, where foundling hospitals existed in all countries, though earlier and more extensively in the Catholic countries. The practice of abandonment and the institution of foundling hospitals have been studied by demographers explaining the evolution of child mortality and, in recent years, by historians of public assistance and diet.3

Our focus is the wet nurses who worked for foundling hospitals. We know little about these women, but we can identify certain common features found in the studies of paid wet-nursing in Europe. First, foundling hospitals mainly sought rural women to nurse and raise abandoned children. Studying the organisation of wet-nursing at the Foundling Hospital of London, founded in 1741, Fildes describes paid wet-nursing as a specialisation of certain rural zones—a «cottage industry» whose contribution to the rural economy was similar to that of rural manufactures (1988). In northern Europe the situation was similar. At the foundling hospital of St. Petersburg, founded in 1770:

The foundlings were usually nursed for six weeks at the home in St Petersburg before being brought by the peasant women to their homes in the countryside, where they remained until the age of ten or longer. The remuneration decreased when the child was old enough to take part in the work of the farm. Wet-nursing developed into an integral part of the economy on the Karelian isthmus. Poor families in particular saw this as a way of supplementing their meagre income with cash or credit notes which could be traded or cashed in St Petersburg … Farmers on the isthmus … considered the foundling home a good source of extra income. (Moring 1998, pp. 188, 190)

A second common element for most foundling hospitals was the chronic insufficiency of funds to pay the wages of wet nurses—a shortfall that was exacerbated at certain moments—and the relationship between underfunding and the mortality of foundlings.

To understand the role that the occupation and its wages had for wet-nurse households, it is important to note that the job was not just breastfeeding. Between breastfeeding, which normally lasted until the age of 18 months, and the readmission of the children who survived back into the hospitals, there was a period of upbringing that could be carried out by

---

3 A first collection of essays on foundlings in Europe was Enfance abandonnée et société en Europe, XIVe-XXe siècle (1991). The introductory chapter of Sá Dos Guimarães (1992) still offers a useful panorama of the various problems confronted by the historiography of foundlings.
non-lactating women, that is, by all women. The wages of these «dry» or «weaning» wet nurses were less than those for breastfeeding, but the work let women care for several children at once, which would allow many, especially widows, to survive.

A last feature that seems to have existed in all countries was the phenomenon of geographic specialisation (also a characteristic of the market for wet nurses for individual families). Although women raised foundlings in all regions and provinces, they were concentrated in certain regions and, within these regions, within concrete localities where the existence of family networks, good communication with cities (e.g. by railroad) and weak labour demand for alternative occupations resulted in a wet-nursing specialisation, which might continue for generations. Regarding this territorial distribution of wet nurses, the literature agrees on the impact that the Napoleonic Wars had on much of Europe during the first decades of the 19th century. The conflict interrupted communications and isolated rural districts. The flow of wet nurses travelling to cities to pick up foundlings and collect wages was disrupted, and, consequently, child mortality rose.

At the initiative of civil and ecclesiastical authorities, foundling hospitals were also established throughout Spanish America. Bishop Gerónimo Valdés founded the Real Casa Cuna in Havana in 1711 (Torres Pico 2013). The hospital of Santiago, Chile, was founded in 1758 (Milanich 2001, p. 79). In 1766, the enlightened Archbishop Lorenzana founded the hospital of Mexico City, though the San Cristóbal Hospital for Foundling Children had existed in Puebla since 1604 (Gonzalbo Aizpuru 1982). The hospital of Buenos Aires was established in 1779 and in its first 10 years received 685 children (Moreno 2000, p. 667). With a city population of 55,416 in 1822 and an average of 2,834 baptisms each year, foundling admittance in Buenos Aires constituted 5 per cent of annual births (Moreno 2000, p. 673). During the 1880s, the hospital of Santiago supervised more than a thousand children per year, of which 800 were assigned to external wet nurses. «In 1900, the enormous figure of 2,300 foundlings was reached, which is to say, one out of ten children born in Santiago at the end of the century was sent to the Hospital for Orphans» (Milanich 2001, p. 82). As in Europe, foundling hospitals in Spanish America depended on a vast network of wet nurses «composed of poor women who sometimes lived in the city but mainly were dependents of the large estates around the capital» (Milanich 2001, p. 91).

3. FOUNDLING HOSPITALS AS LARGE PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANIES

Foundling hospitals, along with hospitals and hospices, formed a network of charitable institutions of the old regime that would be maintained
as a central piece of liberal benevolence. They were typically urban establishments, founded at the initiative of kings, the church or civil benefactors. They were managed by a staff of employees (accountant, treasurer, doorman, chaplain, in-house wet nurses and senior nurse, cooks, midwives, doctors and nuns) and directed by ecclesiastical leaders, upper-level members of the administration, or, in some cases, by women from local elites who, beginning in the mid-18th century, identified with enlightened reforms. The hospitals received children who were found, delivered, placed in the cradle winch or brought from women’s prisons or from medical hospitals, where their mothers had died or were interned. At the age of six or seven, the children who survived were sent to another institution, the hospice, where, following an itinerary designed to turn them into useful citizens of the state, they learned a profession such as maid, seamstress, artisan, farmworker or soldier.

The first institutions specifically for foundlings appeared in the 15th century, with the formation of hospitals such as Santa Creu in Barcelona in 1401 and Santa Cruz in Toledo in 1499. Church initiative came together with the modern state when the Catholic monarchs established the Royal Hospital of Santiago de Compostela in 1492.

We have taken as foundling hospitals those centres that received foundlings (often with «winches and bells»), whose main objective was avoiding infanticide, and which organised their own systems of wet-nursing. These hospitals initially depended on ecclesiastical or civil administrations. Later, in the 19th century, they would become part of the national benevolence system, funded by municipal, provincial or national budgets. Towns contributed to the costs of the hospitals that took in their children—a fixed amount per citizen or for each child sent—by means of dedicated taxes (e.g. on the consumption of wine). In cities, extra revenues to support the hospitals came from leisure activities (such as bullfights and theatre), raffles and annual charity drives.

Throughout Europe, the 18th century saw a surge in the creation of foundling hospitals. Their creation, however, was not equalled by the provision of resources, especially taking into account the period’s inflation, which rapidly lowered the real wages of wet nurses, just when the increase in foundlings demanded an increase in wet-nurse recruitment. Good enlightenment intentions collided with the crisis of the treasury, which would sacrifice, in the first place, benevolence.

In the first half of the 19th century, the benevolence system underwent a long period of upheaval, caused first by the War of Independence (after the invasion of the Napoleonic army) and later by a confluence of financial and institutional factors. Aware of the insufficiency of public resources in support of the system, the liberals who enacted the General Law of Benevolence in 1822 recommended turning to the Sisters of Charity (who had arrived from France in 1789) and noble women’s associations.
to cover the care of foundling children. The Carlist Wars led to the displace-
ment of rural populations and an interruption of communications, leth-
al blows for the networks that distributed foundlings from towns to coun-
tryside.\(^4\) It was not until the Law of Benevolence of 1849, which
granted power for this branch of charity to provincial boards, and the
General Law of Disentailment of 1855, which spelled the end of foundling
hospitals’ assets, that the Spanish system of benevolence and assistance
was completely defined.

The different functions fulfilled by foundling hospitals conditioned the
recruitment, work and wages of wet nurses. Illegitimacy and poverty were
the two «classic» causes of child abandonment. Recent investigations give
more weight to temporary abandonment, which was a consequence of
family crises and which increased when it no longer meant the loss of cus-
todial rights.\(^5\)

4. SOURCES AND METHODOLOGY

Our research responds to several related questions. Approximately
how many women were involved in this occupation in the 18\(^{\text{th}}\) and
19\(^{\text{th}}\) centuries? Where did the workers come from and how did their
areas of origin change over the centuries? What was the level—and
trend—of their nominal and real wages? What do we know about
their family economics, the occupations of their husbands and the
weight of wet-nurse wages in family incomes, both rural and urban?
To what extent are strong regional differences in wages explained by
institutional factors and by the characteristics of regional labour
markets?

We have located 160 foundling hospitals in Spain, including the penin-
insula, the archipelagos and the fortified cities of Orán and Ceuta in northern
Africa. These hospitals provided our primary sources: payment and wage
books for women, receiving and exit books for foundlings and receipts
for the delivery of children. These sources record the following kinds of
information, which we have collected in databases.

\(^4\) Over the course of the 19\(^{\text{th}}\) century, there were three civil wars (1833-1840; 1846-1849;
1872-1876) between supporters of the old regime and liberal supporters of constitutional monarchy,
who finally triumphed. These wars especially affected certain regions (Erdozáin and Sancho 2021;
Martín 2021; Suárez 2021).

\(^5\) In the 18\(^{\text{th}}\) century, for the foundling hospital of Madrid, the rate of return to parents was
between 8 and 22 per cent (Sherwood 1988, p. 148); for the period 1890-1935, «normal recuper-
ation» was less than 10 per cent until 1917, when it began to grow, reaching 40 per cent in 1930
(Revuelta Eugercios 2011, p. 357). In Navarre and Guipúzcoa it was between 2 and 15 per cent
(1) Circumstances of the child’s abandonment—Date and time of entry; whether the child was abandoned anonymously, delivered by someone or found in a public place.

(2) The abandoned child—The information recorded was different for illegitimate and legitimate children. In the first case, sometimes all that would appear was the name the child should be called and some object (a scrap of cloth or ribbon, a small medallion) that would allow it to be identified in case the parents could at some point in the future recover the child (Styles 2010). For legitimate foundlings, much more information was recorded: who left it and when, the cause of abandonment (poverty, mother deceased, hospitalised or imprisoned), name and parents’ surnames and address. In both cases, hospital officials were primarily worried about whether the child had been baptised. Since this was normally not known, the child would be immediately baptised and, in the process, given a name, customarily that day’s saint. The child’s age, an approximate calculation, was also noted.

(3) The wet nurse—As hospitals were legally required to know foundlings’ locations, they recorded the wet nurse’s name and surnames, place of residence, civil status, husband’s name and sometimes his trade (very rarely, the wet nurse’s occupation), paid monthly wages and various observations (such as complaints and fines) noted in the margin.

(4) Events of the upbringing—Changes of wet nurses (when and why one wet nurse left the child and with whom it then departed), date when the child moved from nursing to weaning, date when the foundling was returned to the institution and reasons why (illness, disability or death, the latter accompanied, in the 19th century, with a medical certificate indicating the cause of death).

(5) Fate of the child if it survived and «reached the age»—Date of return to the institution, whether the child was taken in or legally adopted by the wet nurse’s family or by another family, whether the child was returned to a hospice. Some books include notes

---

6 Baptism was an immemorial practice of the Catholic church, an obligatory fulfilment of a sacrament, that allowed the child to die as a member of the church. The large foundling hospitals had priests as part of their staffs. The compulsoriness of baptism is what gave rise to the books that form the basis of our population calculations today. Children who died without being baptised (thus, without being recorded in the baptism books), are not included in them.

7 Marking an age was important because hospitals paid for the nursing and rearing of foundlings for a set number of months and years.

8 In Spain and all of Hispanic America, people have two surnames—the first from the father and the second from the mother. Women keep both surnames even if they marry.
about the boy or girl’s later life, such as marriage certificates, and statements of becoming a soldier.

We also use other documentation produced by foundling hospitals: accounting ledgers, which recorded the total amount of wages paid to external wet nurses; and minutes and reports of the governing boards, which recorded agreements concerning wage increases and their motivations.

Contemporaries’ reports—on an issue that was of «state interest» in the second half of the 18th century—have also been useful. The most important is comprised of bishops’ responses to a questionnaire sent out by the Council of Castile in 1790. Earlier that year, an individual, Antonio Bilbao, had directed a presentation to the council denouncing the dramatic situation of foundlings.9 The council responded, ordering bishops to inform on the number of Foundling hospitals that are in your Dioceses, their method of governance, their expenses, rents and distribution; the persons who are in charge; what and how many employees they have; what salaries are assigned to them; the number of Wet Nurses and their wages; to what age breastfeeding is continued; what education is given to the children afterward; how many boys and girls have entered in the last five-year period; how many have died, been adopted, and exist today; from how many and which Towns are foundlings conducted to the referenced hospitals ...

The bishops’ responses constitute the first systematic source for the number of foundling hospitals, foundlings and wet nurses and their wages in Spain—and were the basis for legislative action taken by the government of Carlos IV. Early 19th-century reports on the medical state of foundling hospitals, collected by Ruiz de Luzuriaga (1817–1819) and preserved in the Royal Academy of Medicine, include the number of internal and external wet nurses. Madoz’s Dictionary (1844–1849) reports on 128 foundling hospitals in all of Spain; wet-nurse wages are provided for forty of them. We have also utilised official bulletins of the provinces (a territorial

9 «Representación de Don Antonio Bilbao al Consejo, sobre expósitos, resolución del Consejo, e informes de muchos prelados sobre la situación de los expósitos de su diócesis. 1790» Biblioteca Nacional, Ms. 11.267/32 (1790). This contains the presentation of Antonio de Bilbao, the Council of Castile’s resolution to send a circular to prelates, and the responses of the prelates («Report on the state of foundling hospitals in response to the request for information solicited in 1790 by the Council of Castile»). See also Bilbao 1790.

10 «The Council has information on the miserable state in which are found some foundling hospitals established in the Provinces and Dioceses of the Kingdom, arising from lack of assistance, as from means for their wet-nursing; and wishing to promptly remediate these harms, so detrimental to humanity and the state ... R.O. of 6th of March of 1790». 
organisation established in 1833), statistical yearbooks, medical surveys
and contemporary press accounts. Finally, we located 122 ordinances
and regulations for foundling hospitals between 1700 and 1900.

With these sources, we have been able to calculate the number of exter-
nal wet nurses who worked for foundling hospitals for a series of years.
Their names allowed us to avoid double-counting women who raised
more than one foundling. With information on their places of residence,
we were able to calculate the percentage of rural and urban wet nurses,
confirming that it was an activity fundamentally performed by peasant
women and identifying the specialisation of certain rural districts and
urban neighbourhoods in the activity.\textsuperscript{11} Finally, we calculated annual
incomes earned from breastfeeding and weaning, as well as the relative
weight of these incomes with respect to that of husbands’ wage labour
in agriculture or construction.

For each foundling hospital, we constructed two series of nominal
wages for external wet nurses: one for breastfeeding wages (most com-
monly until 18 months) and one for weaning wages (in most cases until
7 years). We converted all monetary units into \textit{reales de vellón}, the most
customary unit of currency until the peseta was introduced as the official
currency in 1868. Board minutes, ordinances and correspondence have
confirmed the dates of wage increases. The wages of foundling-hospital
wet nurses make it possible to construct \textit{exceptionally long, steady, reliable,}
and \textit{comparable} series—in our case, two-century-long series for all Spanish
provinces.

The number of wet nurses working for a foundling hospital depended
on the number of foundlings, the proffered wage and the likely number
of compensated rearing years. Numerous testimonials by hospital leaders
attest to what we could call a reserve wage, beneath which workers could
not be found to take the position. There is much evidence for this reserve
wage—unsatisfied demand for wet nurses and the frequent return of chil-
dren when breastfeeding wages changed to weaning wages. The reserve
wage depended, in turn, on other remunerated work options for these
women and their husbands.

At the beginning of the 18\textsuperscript{th} century, about 6,000 wet nurses worked for
the foundling hospitals for which we have data, a number that grew to
23,000 in 1850 and approached 14,000 in 1900. (The figure for 1900 is
an undercount, since we don’t have information for Madrid’s hospital,
which provided the greatest number of wet nurses, up to 4,000 in different
years of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century.) For all of Spain, throughout the 19\textsuperscript{th} century,

\textsuperscript{11} We define «rural population» as the total population of the province except those living in the
city capitals (Erdozáin y Mikelarena, 1996).
Pérez Moreda calculates that about 30,000 wet nurses worked for foundling hospitals in any given year (Pérez Moreda 2005, p. 132).

5. WAGES OF WET NURSES: LEVELS AND TRENDS ACROSS TWO CENTURIES

Recent studies of the evolution of European living standards during the modern and contemporary periods have given a leading role to the wages that women provided to family economies. These studies note the many documentation difficulties in finding reliable, representative, homogenous and sufficiently long wage series for jobs undertaken by women (Humphries 2013). To address these problems, we propose the use of wages earned by external wet nurses of Spanish foundling hospitals during the 18th and 19th centuries. These wages constitute an exceptional case, since they fulfil all of the criteria required for their use (Pérez Romero 2019, pp. 83-84).

One of the problems of working with wages is not knowing whether the given occupation remained the same over time. This problem affects, for example, the wages of construction workers (Allen 2001; Ericsson and Mölinder 2020; García Zúñiga and López Losa 2021). In our case, the job being remunerated was always the same—rearing a child, which included feeding, clothing, cleaning and generally caring for the child.

Our wages also fulfil a premise of constant productivity that in many cases invalidates the wages now being used on a large scale. Wet nurses were workers who did the same job at the same speed and with the same intensity. So the challenge of assigning value to a worker’s productivity—that is, to the intensity, speed and skill with which she did her job—and then figuring out to what extent differences in productivity were reflected in hourly wages, disappears in the case of wet nurses. Quite simply, a wet nurse’s wages paid for a month’s worth of breastfeeding and childcare.

These were monetary wages, so the problem of attributing a value to payments in kind also disappears. Payments in kind, a common form of remuneration in the modern era, were not possible for staffs as large as those of the foundling hospitals. Such payments that do show up in the records of some foundling hospitals were limited to clothing given to wet nurses when they took out children and were not part of their

---

12 Humphries and Weisdorf (2019, pp. 2.870-2.871). Nevertheless, it is not unusual to see references to women who took their foundlings to other occupations, for instance, into the fields during harvest seasons, or left them at home in order to perform such seasonal work.

13 Payments in kind were made to internal wet nurses, who lived in the hospitals. External wet nurses were reimbursed for expenses incurred by their foundlings, for example, for medicines.
wages. Women were required to return the clothing when a child died; otherwise, the clothing would be discounted upon final settlement to prevent its resale.

During inflationary periods, monetary payments implied an advantage for the institutions. Instead of having to buy goods such as wheat and clothing at inflated prices, they could pay wet nurses with devalued currency.\footnote{These were wages paid by ecclesiastical, municipal and governmental institutions with social respectability. Such institutions were sensitive to the current political and economic juncture, for the risk of not adjusting wages upwards was that wet nurses would return their foundlings, whose mortality would increase unremittingly.} The lack of an in-kind component may lie behind the fall in the supply of wet nurses during times of inflation and, at least in part, help explain hospitals’ chronic difficulty in covering demand.\footnote{Studying wages paid by the hospital in Tavera, Toledo, in the 16th and 17th centuries, Drelichman and González Agudo conclude that «payments in kind far exceeded subsistence requirements and played an important role in shielding workers’ earnings from inflation» (2020, p. 353). Payments in kind were vital to workers in times of inflation. Work requests published in Diario de Avisos de Madrid in the first decade of the 19th century are almost all from individuals offering to work solely for food and lodging (Sarasúa 1994).}

Wet-nurse wages always referred to monthly payments, though they might be collected by the quarter or half-year in order to avoid the costs of travelling to the city. This allows us to calculate daily wages (if a child died on the sixth day of the month, the wet nurse was paid an amount corresponding to those working days) and annual wages and compare them with wages for other jobs (Humphries and Weisdorf 2019).

These wages have another benefit for historians: because they were paid to workers without formal skills, skill premium is not an issue. Although a woman could take up the profession from the humblest social class (as in the majority of cases) or from a more comfortable social position (in a minority of cases), the work for which a wage was earned was the same: rearing a child for a month. Therefore, the wages are comparable across regions and countries. In contrast to other wages used in historiography, there is no urban premium either. The wage for a city wet nurse is the same as the wage for a rural wet nurse. (Indeed, in the few exceptions for which there is a wage difference, the premium is reversed in order to offset the costs of wet nurses’ travel to the city to collect wages; to create incentives for the rearing of children far from cities, where there were more chances for their survival; and to remove children from the poverty of the urban setting, which was frowned upon by the incipient bourgeois society.)

From the wet nurse’s perspective, an advantage of receiving monetary wages was the ability it gave her to meet unforeseen expenditures. The baskets of goods we use to make living-standard calculations include basic, daily consumption goods but do not take into account unexpected...
expenditures. It is possible that covering such expenses was an important incentive for working as a foundling-hospital wet nurse. In an economy of extreme poverty, any unexpected expense could cause a crisis situation, and cash from these wages could provide effective relief.\textsuperscript{16}

The work afforded women a number of other advantages. If a woman found herself in a dire economic situation, a foundling hospital might advance her a month’s wages. We aren’t aware of other occupations that offered unskilled workers immediate, upfront liquidity in the 18\textsuperscript{th} and 19\textsuperscript{th} centuries. Workers decided the number of months they wished to work. If a foundling died, a wet nurse could take out another child immediately, without losing a day of wages (see Table 3). Since the occupation of foundling-hospital wet nurse was year-round, it could compensate for the seasonality of agricultural day wages and thus allow for better planning of family consumption and spending. Finally, a wet nurse who took in a child from a foundling hospital was guaranteed several years of monthly income (weaning wages, although lower, would let her escape the milk restriction). During their early years, foundlings could be used to beg, and when families could no longer garner a wage for their care, some families adopted the children as a source of labour, even putting them out to work in order to collect their wages (Schneider 2013, p. 112; Horrell and Humphries 2019). These advantages must have compensated for the low level of wages and help explain why the wages continued to be appealing despite frequent episodes of nonpayment and delay.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of wages received by the women contracted by foundling hospitals over 200 years of the study.

The figure shows 10-year averages for the foundling hospitals for which we have data in each period. Breastfeeding and weaning wages followed a similar trajectory. A first stage of sluggishness, during which low wages barely changed, would last from 1700 until the 1780s. The testimonies we collected concur that nominal wages in the last decades of the 18\textsuperscript{th} century were too low to attract a sufficient number of wet nurses. In Zaragoza, «For the shortness of the stipend … the same as was given two hundred

\textsuperscript{16} Payments in kind would surely have been better for the wet nurse’s diet and health. Breast-feeding is highly demanding on a woman’s body. According to the UN’s Food and Agricultural Organization, (www.fao.org/3/y5686e/y5686e0b.htm), «well-nourished women with adequate gestational weight gain should increase their food intake by 2.1 MJ/day (505 kcal/day) for the first six months of lactation, while undernourished women and those with insufficient gestational weight gain should add to their personal energy demands 2.8 MJ/day (675 kcal/day) during the first semester of lactation». So, if we count these needed extra calories as job-related, wet-nurse wages should have taken into account such increased food expenditures. The very low wages actually received by these workers not only did not permit the required caloric intake, but precisely because they were monetary, were in all probability frequently spent on other family needs. In 1790, in order that wet nurses «not squander the wage», doctors at Pamplona’s foundling hospital proposed that wet nurses «be given a ration of bread and meat in kind» («Means that the three Doctors of General Hospital of Pamplona propose to Avoid the death of so many foundling children». Archivo Real y General de Navarra, Section Hospital, Título 11, Faxo único, n° 24).
years ago, there are few women who show up». In Valencia, children accumulate in the hospital, «for a woman cannot be found who would want to take them to her house to nurse and cloth, because of the small stipend of fifteen pesos per year» (cited in Pérez Moreda 2005, p. 79). Or, in Palencia, where in 1756 and 1758 appeals were made in many of the province’s towns, announcing a raise in wet-nurse wages, with the hope that no children would be left in the hospital for upbringing (Marcos Martín 1985, pp. 654-655). This would be a constant refrain: wages determined the supply of wet nurses, which determined children’s survival.17

From the 1780s to the mid-1820s, wages increased. The change is probably due to the social advances of the enlightenment—an acknowledgement of wet nurses’ indispensable social labour. Coinciding with the crises of the old regime (treasury crisis, War of Independence and the beginning of the wars for emancipation in the American territory), this upward trend is a reliable reflection of the high inflation experienced during the final years of Spain’s old regime (Reher and Ballesteros 1993, pp. 121-122).

Nominal wages subsequently suffered an important decline, mostly during the First Carlist War and the difficult installation of the new liberal order.

---

17 In Dublin, «most wet nurses resided in the counties contiguous to Dublin. Presumably the cost of the required annual travel to Dublin to collect their wages restricted potential wet nurses to the Leinster region. Foundling hospitals in Cork, Galway, and Limerick, although much smaller than Dublin, may also have competed for wet nursing labour in more distant counties» (Roland 2020, p. 20).
in 1833. During these years, public institutions—now the sole operators of the foundling hospitals—lacked funds to pay the wages offered in earlier decades, so wage cuts and reductions in breastfeeding months became generalised, while long delays affecting payments were common. Our final period, from the mid-19th century until 1900, shows a clear and constant increase in wages, consistent with the evolution of the Spanish economy, by then immersed in a slow but continual industrialisation process.

The growth of nominal wages between 1700 and 1890 did not imply a process of wage convergence across the national territory. If anything, the opposite occurred, as the data in the Appendix show. Wage differentials produced «interior migrations» within some regions, albeit without physical displacement. Many women appeared as wet nurses on the rolls of foundling hospitals other than those of their provinces, always opting for higher wages. Despite such movement, wage inequality between regions increased strongly. This lack of convergence could reflect several factors: wet-nurse wages did not respond to differences in human capital; opportunity costs were different for women in different regions and cities; in the absence of a well-integrated interior market, price differences for consumption goods persisted; institutions managed the turbulent transition from the benevolence of the old regime to the publicly financed liberal administration with different levels of success.

To better examine the evolution of wet nurses’ wages in the context of the national economy, we have converted nominal wages into real wages, deflating with the price series configured by Allen (2001) on the basis of 1800 (Figure 2).

In contrast to nominal wages, real wages show a clear decline throughout the 18th century. It should be noted that nominal wages could not keep with inflation, particularly in the second half of the century. A significant increase in real wages would not occur until the crisis of 1803; the ensuing increase would last until the end of the 1820s, only interrupted by the turbulent period of the War of Independence. The recuperation of real wages would suffer a reversal (as would nominal wages) in the 1830s, when the charitable system of the old regime was breaking down and the institutions created by the liberal bourgeois state were assuming their duties—and when foundling hospitals were restructuring their battered economies. Finally, real wages began a clear ascent at the end of the 1840s, a rise similar to that of nominal wages, confirming the improvement of wet-nurse remuneration.


19 This last section, in contrast to the preceding one, resembles what happened in a good part of Europe (Ericsson and Mölinder 2020).
To examine the importance of these wages for family budgets, we selected several interior provinces for which we have accurate data and compared their wet-nurse wages with the annual income earned by day labourers in two years: 1752 (from the Cadaster of Ensenada) and 1849 (from the Survey of Agriculture Day Wages).

Table 1 shows that the contribution of these women became less important to family incomes, which depended mainly on wages earned by day labourers. From an average of 59 per cent of the day labourer’s annual income at the mid-18th century, women’s contribution dropped to about 30 per cent by the mid-19th century. The crisis of the benevolent institutions, aggravated by processes of disentailment that occurred during the period, had begun to take its toll. Nonetheless, thousands of impoverished families continued taking in foundling children as a basic element in their strategy for achieving the minimal goal of subsistence.

![Figure 2: Real Wages of External Wet Nurses in Spain, 1700-1900.](source: Sarasúa (2021a) for wages and Allen (2001) for prices. Wage data given in Appendix 1.)

In view of what Peyronnet showed (1976, pp. 437-440), the wage contributed by Spanish wet nurses to the family budget—at least for the 18th century—was much lower than that recorded for wet nurses in Limoges, who were, for families of day labourers, of small tenants and property owners, the fundamental element of the family budget.

Your Madam Excellency: Calisto Martín, neighbour of the town of Cabrera, married to Ynocencia Heras, of the same locality, to Your Excellency, with due respect states: «That since he lacks means of subsistence he finds himself tied to what a miserable day wage in the fields produces; and lacking that support, as he lacks it now, and for the greater part of the year, because of the circumstances of these times, he suffers the greatest needs and shortages; to partly remediate this, and to be able to have a bite of bread, and that of rye, he has no other resource than the
Table 2 shows that a day labourer’s wage covered only about half what was needed for family subsistence. The other half would have to come from the day labourer’s work in other occupations, from paid work done by woman and children, or, most frequently, from a combination of both. The work of wet nurses was one of the strategies designed by these pluriactive families, as was spinning wool, cleaning bundles of clothes, and having young members of the household help out with grazing labours. For a woman who could nurse a child because her own child had died or reached weaning age, wet-nursing was an opportunity she could not afford to pass up. The wage she could provide would reduce by approximately 40 per cent the annual gap between income and expenses. It was not a complete solution, but it was a complementary and attainable part of the solution.22

Just as important as knowing the monthly wage is knowing how long the wages were collected. Since wet nurses could, if they wished, work 365 days per year, the question concerns the biological limits of nursing capacity. We were able to reconstruct several wet-nurse «work histories», which show how women structured the occupation. María Gil, of Alcalá de Henares, married to Juan García Moreno—who declared his occupation, successively, as bricklayer, rental mule purveyor and lime worker—took out a girl to nurse from the foundling hospital of Madrid (30

---

Table 1 shows the percentage of day labourer’s annual income that a wet nurse earned from a breastfeeding wage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1752</th>
<th>1849</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valladolid</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palencia</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ávila</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segovia</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


22 It is true that this work also demanded a greater consumption of daily kilocalories, which were not always available, thus negatively affecting the health of wet nurses (Schneider 2013, p. 101).
kilometres away) in June 1702. When the girl’s breastfeeding ended in December 1703, Gil combined her weaning with another girl’s breastfeeding. In October 1709, she took out a third child for weaning and asked for an advance «because she finds herself in great need, according to the priest of that parish». This boy reached the age of return in June 1713 but was left in Gil’s care until Christmas «because he was dropsical and very small» (Table 3).

For 3 years, Gil received two weaning wages (20 reales per month), until in May 1711 she took out a third child for weaning. In the thirteen and a half years that she worked continuously for Madrid’s foundling hospital, Gil nursed two girls for 53 months, and cared for three boys for a total of 238 weaning months. She earned a total of 3,334 reales, an average wage of 20.5 reales per month. Despite her poverty, she successfully raised two girls and three boys, who reached the «age of return» and were sent back to Madrid, to respective hospices.

6. «SPILLED ACROSS MANY TOWNS»23: THE MAINLY RURAL PROVENANCE OF WET NURSES

XV. All diligence should be expended so that in the general Foundling Houses a large number of them do not reside, which is very opposed to health, and consequently neither should the

---

23 From the report of Toledo to Ruiz de Luzuriaga, 1817, Library of the Royal Academy of Medicine, Madrid.
House have many wet nurses; for although one or a few may be maintained preventatively to nurse the Foundlings that arrive, the Administrator should seek to know the town, where some wet nurse exists in order to send it without delay.

Decree of His Majesty on December 11 of 1796, which contains Regulation for the Policing of Foundlings, which His Majesty orders to be observed in all of his Dominions.

The majority of wet nurses contracted by foundling hospitals were sought outside cities. One reason was economic—as the wages offered were very low, it was easier to recruit wet nurses in rural localities, where the cost of living was lower. A second reason was related to children’s health. Experience with contagious diseases and epidemics had convinced doctors and governors that cities worsened mortality. A third reason was given by the royal decree of 11 December 1796, «Regulation for the establishment of foundling hospitals», which included deliberate policy to provide economic relief to «small towns». Article 9 orders the following.

It should be endeavored that each foundling be nursed and raised in the town where it was [abandoned], unless this was in a populous neighborhood, because if it was, it would be advantageous that the foundlings be given out to be nursed and raised by women residing in small towns; and among them to be spread more widely the relief of the wet nurses’ stipend.

This idea became a mandate that many ordinances would pick up. Foundling hospitals were thus set up in rural regions, a situation vital to an understanding of their operation and their economic impact. As
Figure 3 illustrates, in the mid-19th century, the foundling hospital of Madrid (the largest in Spain) recruited wet nurses from towns in eight provinces. Of the 1,799 wet nurses working for Madrid’s foundling hospital in 1856 (only considering those who raised foundlings that entered the system that year), just 122 were from the city proper, with another fourteen from rural localities in its outskirts.

All of the big foundling hospitals recruited wet nurses (and took in foundlings) from areas that extended beyond provincial borders. The foundling hospital of Barcelona captured wet nurses from Tarragona, Lérida, Gerona, Castellón and Teruel (López and Mutos 2021); the hospital...
in Valencia paid wet nurses in the provinces of Castellón, Alicante, Cuenca, Teruel and Valencia (Medina 2021); the hospital in Zaragoza took in Basque, Riojano, Navarrese and Aragonese children and raised them in rural zones of the provinces of Zaragoza, Huesca and Teruel (Erdozáin and Sancho 2021) and the hospital of Valladolid contracted wet nurses in León, Zamora, Palencia, Burgos and Segovia (Hernández 2021; Hernández and Amigo 2021).

Rural women had not always been preferred. In the first years of the 18th century, there was a high incidence of urban wet nurses: 39.2 per cent in Madrid (although many lived in neighbourhoods and localities in the city’s outskirts), 51 per cent in Barcelona, 51 per cent in Valladolid, 60 per cent in Ávila, 83 per cent in Granada and 39 per cent in Seville (Pérez-Artés and Cabanillas 2021). Rural wet nurses became predominant at the end of the 18th century, which coincided with the first great increase in foundling arrivals at hospitals. By the first decades of the 19th century, only three hospitals had rolls with more than 25 per cent of urban wet nurses (Valladolid, Palencia, Zaragoza) and just two had rolls with more than 50 per cent of urban wet nurses (Granada and Almería). Except for periods of war, which interrupted communications, the tendency for recruitment in rural zones was sustained for the rest of the 19th century.24

Thus, a framework of relations was established between the countryside and the city, in part because a portion of abandoned children came from towns. The transfer of foundlings to urban centres generated a network of secondary institutions called cunas (cradles) or hijuelas, generally located in the district capitals, where councils received children in order to send them on to the main institution. Their transport—about which dramatic descriptions exist and which few children survived—created another occupation for women in some regions (such as the Canary Islands), that of the «conductor», who fed foundlings until they arrived in the city (Barrios 2021). Elsewhere, wet nurses turned to intermediaries (women and men), who took charge of transferring foundlings to and from distant rural zones and collected wet nurses’ wages in cities.

One of the key agents in the operation of this labour market was the rural parish priest, who could resolve problems of information and supervision. The contracting institutions could not supervise the work or performance of their workers, who lived far away. Foundling hospitals had regular evidence of fraud: wet nurses who, in order to continue charging, presented different children in place of ones who had died on them; wet nurses who didn’t have milk; wet nurses who mistreated children, raised two children at the

---

24 Badajoz, with one of the country’s lowest per capita incomes, was a notable exception—in 1890, the city’s entire wet-nursing staff resided in the capital. Meanwhile, the other big foundling hospital in the region of Extremadura, in Plasencia, raised all of its children in the very poor, isolated and mountainous region of Las Hurdes, near the border with Portugal (Linares 2021).
same time, passed children on to other women, departed with no explanation, or used children to beg. The parish priest, who lived in the same locality as the wet nurse, would be the person who fulfilled a supervisory function.

As «terminals» for the bishoprics, parish priests also played an important role in the diffusion of information about the job. Neighbourhood and family networks were clearly important, but the key source of information was priests, who frequently appeared as recruitment agents, which explains some towns’ specialisation in the activity. Finally, the priest was the person in charge of baptising the foundling and certifying its death, registering it in the parochial books that we use today.25

An important consequence of these institutions’ reliance on surrounding rural territories was the seasonality of wet-nurse supply. During the months for which the opportunity cost for these workers was high because they were employed in mowing or harvesting local crops (grapes, olives), they did not show up to take in children.

When reconstructing the family economies of wet nurses, it is important to take into account that although most were married, a small percentage were single women or widows. For Galician foundling hospitals, the number of single women was significant—24 per cent of those employed in El Ferrol during the 1850s and 1860s, and 42 per cent in Pontevedra from 1875 to 1879 (Dubert and Muñoz 2021). For Andalusian hospitals, single women were also important—11.2 per cent in Almería in 1860, and 21.5 per cent in Jerez de la Frontera in 1879 (Pérez-Artés and Cabanillas 2021). Widowed wet nurses specialised in raising already weaned children, that is, those between the ages of 18 months and 7 years.26 The presence of widows among the ranks of wet nurses confirms that the wages were an important opportunity for the poorest women. The figures for widowed wet nurses in the foundling hospitals of Málaga and Jerez de la Frontera are significant, representing 12.4 and 13.4 per cent, respectively, of those wet-nurse populations between 1860 and 1879. Wet-nursing would be one of the strategies developed by households headed by widows across rural and urban Europe and would vary according to stages in their life and family cycles (Moring and Wall 2017, pp. 147-181).

25 Many wet nurses returned foundlings to hospitals when they were gravely ill—or even already dead—in order to save the cost of the death certificate required by the priest. Some portions of the hundreds of thousands of children abandoned in these two centuries were not born where they were baptised and did not die where they were buried. An unknown number were never recorded as dead.

26 The same specialisation has been described for Portugal (Ribeiro da Silva and Carvalhal 2020).
7. CONCLUSIONS

This study suggests the need to revise some established ideas about the preindustrial economy. By reconstructing the staffs of the country’s main foundling hospitals, we have been able to show the enormous number of women who worked for these institutions in the 18th and 19th centuries. This service-sector activity, whose spread signalled the weight of non-agrarian activities in the rural world, indicates that the modernisation of the occupational structure occurred earlier than is commonly affirmed. It also makes clear the importance of taking into account the economic value of these services, which until now have been excluded from calculations of gross domestic product.

The nursing and raising of foundlings were not recognised in municipal enumerator books. Husbands never declared their wives as wet nurses; widows did not declare themselves as wet nurses. The occupation can only be detected in certain cases by the term used to identify a foundling—a child who is living with the family but is not a son or daughter. This was true even though the occupation was created by large public-service businesses, with staffs ranging from dozens to thousands of workers. These businesses only employed women, and mostly married women, the precise section of the population that supposedly had no remunerated occupation. Their work was not limited to the period of breastfeeding. Because it was possible to link consecutive periods of nursing and weaning, the job allowed for stable work, capitalising on pregnancies and births. It was an occupation that stimulated the internal mobility of workers, creating regional labour markets that supported dense networks of information, transport and credit.

Our research also demonstrates the spread of wage work in the 18th century, both in cities and rural zones. The labour of wet nurses transferred considerable monetary resources to the rural economy, particularly to the poorest strata, which helped to reduce indebtedness and to compensate for low agricultural day wages, subemployment and unemployment among men. The wages of rural wet nurses stimulated the circulation of cash (and recourse to credit and pawning), facilitated the payment of taxes and rents and contributed to the diversification of economic activity and the reduction of poverty. These wages were an important source of income for rural households, even for those that possessed or rented land. They represented an income that was neither ancillary nor seasonal and could frequently sustain a family, as demonstrated by the complaints of wet nurses and their husbands when payments were delayed.

Foundling hospitals were more than a source of employment for women and monetary income for their families. Although they could not be too demanding, hospital officials, women’s boards, doctors and priests established norms for the hygiene, dress and feeding of children and wet
nurses had to conform in order to maintain their wages. Monitored by doctors, priests and neighbours, these women had to strive to improve household conditions as much as possible if they wanted to maintain their wages or take in other children.

The raising of hundreds of thousands of abandoned children (and the education and medical care of those that survived) was a pillar of social care, a precursor to what we know as the welfare state. The wages and employment they offered to women in cities and in the countryside are an extraordinary means of understanding the economy of the poorest sector of the population—which is to say, the majority of the population—in the 18th and 19th centuries. We hope our research will begin a discussion of the extent to which these wages constituted a key contribution to working-class households. Further research is called for.
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